Drug diffusion and biological responses of arteries using a drug-eluting stent with nonuniform coating
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of a nonuniform coating, abluminal-gradient coating (AGC), which leaves the abluminal surface of the curves and links parts of the stent free from the drug coating, on the diffusion direction of the drug and the biological responses of the artery to drug-eluting stent (DES) by comparing the AGC-sirolimus stent and the conventional full-surface coating (CFC) sirolimus stent. The study aimed to verify whether the AGC approach was appropriate for the development of a safer DES, minimizing the risks of stent thrombosis due to delayed endothelialization by the drug and distal embolization due to cracking of the coating layer on the hinge parts of the DES on stent expansion. In the in vitro local drug diffusion study, we used rhodamine B as a model drug, and rhodamine B released from the AGC stent diffused predominantly into the abluminal side of the alginate artery model. Conversely, rhodamine B released from the CFC stent quickly spread to the luminal side of the artery model, where endothelial cell regeneration is required. In the biological responses study, the luminal surface of the iliac artery implanted with the AGC-sirolimus stent in a rabbit iliac artery for 2 weeks was completely covered with endothelial-like cells. On the other hand, the luminal surface of the iliac artery implanted with the CFC-sirolimus stent for 2 weeks only showed partial coverage with endothelial-like cells. While thrombosis was observed in two of the three CFC-sirolimus stents, it was observed in only one of the three AGC-sirolimus stents. Taken together, these findings indicate that the designed nonuniform coating (AGC) is an appropriate approach to ensure a safer DES. However, the number of studies is limited and a larger study should be conducted to reach a statistically significant conclusion.
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Introduction

Drug-eluting stents (DESs), stents coated with a mixture of antiproliferative drugs (eg, sirolimus) and excipients (eg, polymers), were introduced into clinical practice in 2002 with the aim of reducing restenosis, which, at the time, occurred in 15%–25% of patients, receiving bare-metal stents (BMSs), owing to proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs). Subsequent clinical trials investigating different types of DES confirmed their efficacy in this regard. However, late or very late stent thrombosis was reported as early as 2004, especially in patients discontinuing dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT). Subsequently, a new issue was raised, with patients implanted with a DES being required to continue the DAPT for at least 12 months. However, patients implanted with a BMS could discontinue the DAPT only after 1 month, thus forcing the patients to not only consider the costs of the DAPT but also the bleeding risk associated with these stents.1–4 Therefore, toward the next-generation DES, a new challenge for minimization...
of stent thrombosis has begun and is currently being tackled by many device manufacturers.\textsuperscript{5,6}

The mechanisms behind late stent thrombosis appear to be multifactorial, varying from factors such as inappropriate stent deployment techniques to delayed or inadequate endothelialization of the stent surface.\textsuperscript{7-10} One approach to this challenge is targeting of an antiproliferative drug to the vascular SMCs activated by stenting and subsequent inflammation, rather than to the endothelial cells, which must proliferate. For this approach, the abluminal coating with sirolimus derivatives, which leaves the luminal side of the stent free from the drug and polymers, has been introduced in some of the latest DESs\textsuperscript{5} together with bioabsorbable polymers, eg, poly(lactic acid), as excipients, as the excipients polymers are considered a potential cause of the chronic inflammation and consequent endothelium dysfunction.\textsuperscript{7,11-13} The abluminal coating was designed with the intention to enhance reendothelialization, ie, proliferation of endothelial cells, on the luminal surface of the stent, by preventing exposure of this surface to the antiproliferative drug. Accordingly, reduced late stent thrombosis and better endothelial function of the artery implanted with DES employing the abluminal coating with sirolimus derivatives have been reported in both preclinical and clinical settings.\textsuperscript{14-17} On the contrary, no significant differences in endothelialization between the abluminal coating and the conventional full-surface coating (CFC) of DES have been reported.\textsuperscript{18-20} However, relatively little is currently known about the effects of the abluminal coating on the drug diffusion and the biological response. In addition to the abluminal coating, we recently developed a novel “gradient coating technology” for DES, which further leaves the abluminal surface of the curves and links parts of the stent free from the drug and biodegradable polymer coating by gradually decreasing the coating layer thickness toward the hinge area,\textsuperscript{21} thus preventing the coating layer from cracking on stent expansion.\textsuperscript{22-25} This drives us to the question of whether the drug released from the newly developed Ultimaster\textsuperscript{TM} sirolimus-eluting coronary stent with this gradient coating (Terumo Europe, Leuven, Belgium) diffuses uniformly to the luminal surface of the artery, and there is renewed interest in the effects of the designed nonuniform abluminal coating on the drug diffusion and biological responses of the DES.

Seidlitz et al\textsuperscript{26} developed an in vitro evaluation method for the local drug distribution of DES.\textsuperscript{26,27} They used alginate gel and rhodamine B as an artery model and a model drug, respectively, and a rhodamine B-coated stent was deployed in the alginate artery model, after which the drug distribution in the stented artery was investigated by monitoring fluorescence of rhodamine B while flowing phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) in the lumen. They reported that the initially high concentration gradients in the hydrogel were decreased during further perfusion due to redistribution within the gel and diffusive washout into the perfusion liquid, and consequently, homogeneous distributions independent of the distance from the releasing strut were detected within the innermost hydrogel layer lining the lumen only after 5 minutes. In addition to these reports, Zhu et al suggested that higher circumferential vascular diffusion of a hydrophobic drug results in more uniform drug loading in the upper layers, and this can be achieved by mathematically modeling the delivery of the drug from a DES implanted in a coronary artery.\textsuperscript{28}

On the other hand, O’Brien et al reported the existence of inhomogeneous and asymmetric arterial drug distributions by visualizing the resulting spatial maps of fluorescently labeled drug. They used an epifluorescence microscope with a newly developed in vitro dynamically simulated benchtop model composed of a flow channel, drug-eluting strut, and tissue-mimicking poly(vinyl alcohol).\textsuperscript{29} Moreover, Hwang et al and Balakrishanan et al investigated the drug deposition for DES by applying a coupled computational fluid dynamics and mass transfer model\textsuperscript{30-32} and reported that the drug eluted from the abluminal stent strut surface accounted for only 11% of the total deposition when all strut surfaces eluted the drug, whereas, remarkably, the drug eluted from the abluminal surface accounted for 43% of the total deposition.

The purpose of this study was to further explore the effects of the designed nonuniform abluminal coating, such as the abluminal-gradient coating (AGC), on the diffusion direction of drug and the biological responses of DES, and to verify if this approach, which includes targeting the drug to the luminal side of the stented artery with a nonuniform coating, is appropriate to ensure safer DES. We first prepared rhodamine B-eluting stents with AGC and CFC. Subsequently, we investigated the diffusion direction of the drug in a stented artery from both the circumferential and longitudinal directions. To prove our hypothesis that drug released from AGC diffuses predominantly to the luminal side of the stented artery but uniformly spreads over the luminal side in in vitro, we used rhodamine B as a fluorescence tracer and an alginate artery model in place of sirolimus and an actual artery. We assumed that the diffusion direction of rhodamine B in the artery model reflects the diffusion directions of sirolimus in the stented artery; however, the diffusion coefficient of hydrophilic rhodamine B in alginate gel without binding sites is different.
from that of hydrophobic sirolimus in the actual artery with binding sites. Also, the time frame for diffusion of rhodamine B in alginate gel is different from that for diffusion of sirolimus in vivo.\textsuperscript{26,28} Since an actual artery has more complicated structures and an anisotropic structure, subsequent rhodamine B depositions in alginate gel could be different from consequent deposition of sirolimus in vivo; however, the purpose of this in vitro study is to conform that a drug released from a stent with a nonuniform coating uniformly spreads to the luminal side of the stented artery by visualizing drug diffusion using a fluorescent dye as a model drug and comparing the diffusion direction of the drug released from the stent with CFC. Therefore, the subsequent sirolimus deposition in the stented artery, which is influenced by the structure of the artery and binding sites for the sirolimus in the artery, is out of the scope of this in vitro study.

As for the subsequent sirolimus distribution for the non-uniform coating and their consequent clinical impacts, we prepared sirolimus-eluting stents with AGC and CFC and investigated the biological responses to AGC in vivo, the endothelialization on the luminal surface of the stent, and the uniformity of the neointima thickness by implanting the stents in the iliac artery of the rabbits for 2 weeks.

Materials and methods

Drug diffusion studies in the alginate artery model

Preparation of rhodamine B-coated stents
Rhodamine B-coated stents with AGC (AGC stents) were prepared by coating a mixture (1:5) of rhodamine B (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and poly(ε-lactide-co-caprolactone) polymer (PDLLCL; Evonik, Tokyo, Japan) dissolved in acetone to the abluminal side of a BMS (Kaname\textsuperscript{TM} Cobalt Chrome Stent, 3 mm inner diameter and 18 mm length; Terumo, Tokyo, Japan) using an automatic dispensing machine\textsuperscript{21} (~15 μg of rhodamine B per stent). Similarly, rhodamine B-coated stents with CFC were prepared by coating the mixture of rhodamine B and the PDLLCL polymer to the full surface of the BMS using a spray-coating machine (Valvemate 7040; Nordson EFD, East Providence, RI, USA; ~15 μg of rhodamine B per stent). Both rhodamine B-coated stents were mounted on stent delivery balloon catheters.

Preparation of alginate gel and alginate artery model
The alginate gel was prepared by mixing 3% sodium alginate solution with 2.5% calcium sulfate/0.18% sodium tripolyphosphate solution (50:4 ratio),\textsuperscript{29} after which it was poured into a plastic tube that was closed at one end with an 8 mm inner diameter and 550 mm length. For longitudinal drug distribution study, a stainless steel rod (outer diameter 3.0 mm) was inserted into the center of the plastic tube filled with the alginate gel and withdrawn from the alginate gel to create an artery model with a 3 mm inner diameter.

Drug diffusion studies

Circumferential drug diffusion
Both rhodamine B-coated stents, mounted on a delivery balloon catheter, were expanded by ballooning and cut circumferentially at the link part of the stent with a micro-nipper using a microscope. The cut stent was embedded in the alginate gel by pushing it into the gel for observation of the stent strut cross-section. The cross section of the stent strut was observed with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera connected to a fluorescence microscope equipped with a U-MWIG filter cube (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The images were taken 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 minutes after embedding the stent in the artery model.

Longitudinal drug diffusion of the AGC stent
Three AGC stents and three alginate artery models were prepared. The AGC stents were deployed in the artery model in which saline was perfused at 35 mL/min using a peristaltic pump to simulate blood flow in the coronary artery. In all, 1, 3, and 5 minutes later, the flow was stopped, the artery models were taken out from the plastic tube and cut longitudinally in half, and the deployed stent was taken out from the artery model. The inner surface of the artery model was observed with a CCD camera connected to a fluorescence microscope equipped with a U-MWIG filter cube. Images of the inner surface of the artery model were obtained for image processing.

Image processing
The images taken earlier were imported to a computer and converted into monochrome images. The monochrome images were histogram equalized and converted to color images, and values for red, green, and blue were assigned on a scale of 0–255 using the imaging toolbox of MATLAB version 7.14.0.739 (R2012a; MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

Biological responses for AGC

Preparation of sirolimus-coated stents
Sirolimus-coated stents with AGC were prepared by coating a mixture (1:1) of sirolimus (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO,
USA) and the PDLLCL polymer dissolved in acetone to the abluminal side of the BMS (3 mm inner diameter and 18 mm length) using the automatic dispensing machine (~60 µg of sirolimus per stent, dose has been confirmed as an effective dose). Similarly, sirolimus-coated stents with CFC were prepared by coating the mixture of sirolimus and polymer to the whole surface of the BMS using a spray-coating machine (~60 µg of sirolimus per stent). Both sirolimus-coated stents were mounted on stent delivery catheters and sterilized by electronic beam sterilization.

To confirm the ability of AGC for the coating integrity, the stents were overexpanded to an inner diameter of 6.0 mm using the kissing balloon technique for a bifurcation lesion, and the stent surface was observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) S-3400N (Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

**Table 1** Study design for biological responses sirolimus-coated stents in rabbit iliac arteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal ID</th>
<th>Left iliac artery</th>
<th>Right iliac artery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stent</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CFC stent</td>
<td>Histopathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AGC stent</td>
<td>Histopathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CFC stent</td>
<td>Histopathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AGC stent</td>
<td>Histopathology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AGC, abluminal-gradient coating; CFC, conventional full-surface coating; SEM, scanning electron microscopy.

Rabbit iliac artery implants and histopathological evaluation

To investigate the biological responses to AGC, particularly in terms of endothelialization and neointima formation, the AGC stents and CFC stents as the control were implanted in a rabbit iliac artery model for 2 weeks, after which scanning electron microscopy study of the luminal surface and histopathological analysis were performed, as shown in Table 1. All experimental procedures involving the use of animals were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Terumo Corporation R&D Center (approval number 100257). The implantation procedures are briefly described later.

Japanese white rabbits (body weight 2.5–3.0 kg, n=4) were anesthetized by an intravenous injection of dexmedetomidine hydrochloride 0.2 mg/kg and midazolam hydrochloride 0.5 mg/kg. The right carotid artery was surgically exposed, and the distal artery was ligated. A 5 Fr introducer sheath was placed in the artery. Heparin 150 IU/kg was administered intra-arterially via the sheath. A guiding catheter and a guide wire were placed into the sheath and advanced into the iliac artery under fluoroscopic guidance. The stent delivery system was advanced into the iliac artery on the guide wire, and the stent was deployed into the iliac artery. Two identical stents were implanted in the right and left iliac arteries each. Following the procedure, the catheters were removed and the proximal artery was ligated. Lastly, the fascia and subcutaneous layers were closed, and enrofloxacin 5 mg/kg was injected intramuscularly. The animals were returned to the vivarium and allowed to recover.

Two weeks after the implantation, the animals were euthanized by exsanguination under anesthesia. Following the study design as shown in Table 1, the right iliac arteries (animal ID 1 and 2), implanted with the CFC or AGC stents, respectively, were perfused with 500 mL of saline for observation using SEM. Subsequently, cooled 2% paraformaldehyde/1.25% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PBS was infused into the iliac arteries for fixation. The stented arteries were harvested and stored in 2% paraformaldehyde/1.25% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PBS, which were longitudinally half-cut by micro scissors. Next, the stented arteries were dehydrated through an ascending series of ethanol concentrations, ending in 100% ethanol, and immersed in r-butanol before being freeze-dried. The luminal surface of the freeze-dried stented arteries was observed by SEM. The endothelial coverage was measured by using an image analyzer.

For pathological examination, the left iliac arteries (animal ID 1 and 2) and both the iliac arteries (animal ID 3 and 4) implanted with AGC or CFC stents were perfused with 500 mL of saline, after which 10% formaldehyde in PBS was infused into the iliac arteries for fixation. The stented arteries were harvested and embedded in acrylic resin Technovit 8100 (Heraeus Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany), which were sectioned into three blocks, namely, the proximal, middle, and distal blocks. Further, each block was sectioned into 5 µm slices, and the slices were mounted to microscope slides and hematoxylin and eosin staining was performed. A microscope, equipped with a CCD camera connected to a personal computer, was used to capture high-resolution images of the processed cross-sections on the slides. The neointima thicknesses on the strut of the middle sections were measured by a length-calibrated image analyzer. The injury-, inflammation-, endothelialization-, fibrin-, and SMC-content scores were evaluated. Moreover, the leukocytes adhered to the endothelium and infiltrated in the neointima were counted.

In addition to the histopathological analysis, to investigate the impact of the gradient coating on the efficacy of DES, three sets of four serial cross-sectional images of the AGC-stented artery, in which both struts coated and not coated with the mixture of sirolimus and the polymer were included in two
images each, were prepared, and the neointima thicknesses at each strut site were measured by a length-calibrated image analyzer.

Statistical analysis for the histopathological scores, leukocyte counts, and neointima thicknesses was performed using SigmaPlot 13 (Systat Software, San Jose, CA, USA). Differences among the histopathological scores were analyzed using the Mann–Whitney rank sum test. The leukocyte counts and the neointima thicknesses were first checked for normal distribution using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Furthermore, the leukocyte counts and the neointima thicknesses were compared by the Student’s *t*-test and the Mann–Whitney rank sum test, respectively. *P*-values <0.05 were considered significant.

**Results**

**Preparation of DESs**

As shown in Figure 1, the rhodamine B-eluting stents and the sirolimus-eluting stents with AGC and CFC were prepared by coating a mixture of rhodamine B (1:5) or sirolimus (1:1) with the polymer. Owing to low solubility of rhodamine B in acetone (a common solvent for the polymer and rhodamine B) and poor film-forming properties of thin coating formulation prepared with rhodamine B/polymer ratio of 1:1, a ratio of 1:5 had to be selected for the rhodamine B-eluting stent to avoid forming a inhomogeneous coating layer that might influence the drug diffusion.

The AGC stent was prepared leaving the abluminal surface of the curves and the link parts of the stent free from the rhodamine B or sirolimus coating by gradually decreasing the coating layer thickness (the maximum coating thickness of the sirolimus-eluting stent 15 µm) toward the hinge area. In other words, the curves (~120 µm length along the curve) and links (~200 µm length between the diagonal struts) where a coating layer was stressed by stent expansion with a risk of coating delamination in the case of CFC were not coated with a mixture of either rhodamine B or sirolimus and the polymer.

By weighing of the stent before and after the coating, it was confirmed that the amount of rhodamine B or sirolimus on the AGC stent was the same as that on the CFC stent. It was also confirmed that there was no delamination of the coating layer of AGC, even after excess stent expansion, as shown in the panels of Figure 1.

**Drug diffusion studies on artery model**

For the circumferential drug diffusion, the cross-sectional raw fluorescence images of the artery model implanted with

---

**Figure 1** Scanning electron microscope images of sirolimus-coated stents with AGC stent (A) and CFC stent (B).

**Notes:** AGC leaves the abluminal surface of the curves and links parts of the stent free from the drug and biodegradable polymer coating by gradually decreasing the coating layer thickness (from ~15 µm to 0 µm) toward the hinge area. The stents were expanded to an inner diameter of 3.0 mm (A1 and B1). The stents were overexpanded to an inner diameter of 6.0 mm using the kissing balloon technique for a bifurcation lesion (A2 and B2).

**Abbreviations:** AGC, abluminal-gradient coating; CFC, conventional full-surface coating.
the rhodamine B-coated stents taken 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 minutes after stenting the artery model were used, and their corresponding processed images were converted to color images and were assigned values for red, green, and blue on a scale of 0–255, as shown in Figure 2. In the AGC stent, the fluorescence of rhodamine B was predominantly diffused into the artery model and was spread along the artery wall over time; however, even though the lumen of the stented artery was filled with alginate gel, where rhodamine B can diffuse into, it was limited to the abluminal side even after 5 minutes. On the other hand, in the CFC stent, the fluorescence of rhodamine B had spread to both the luminal and abluminal sides 1 minute after stenting, and the area had gradually expanded over time.

For longitudinal drug diffusion of the AGC stent, raw images of the inner surface of the stented arteries, taken 1, 3, and 5 minutes after stenting in the artery model and their corresponding processed images are shown in Figure 3. From the raw images, no diffusion of rhodamine B on the surface could be identified. However, the processed images clearly indicated that, over time, the fluorescence of the rhodamine B gradually expanded longitudinally from near the stent strut to the area near the curve without rhodamine B coating and increased near the distal side of the stent strut and in the inside of the curves.

### Biological responses for abluminal coating

Although the animals implanted with the AGC stent remained in good health condition until the end of the experiment, one animal implanted with the CFC stent had to be euthanized on day 12 because of necrosis of toe tips of the left leg, which was considered likely related to the stent implantation. A necropsy for the animal revealed that the stented left iliac artery was occluded with thrombosis. Thrombosis was also observed in two other iliac arteries implanted with the CFC stent, although these were not occluded. Furthermore, thrombosis was observed in one of the iliac arteries implanted with the AGC stent.

SEM images of the luminal surface for the stented iliac artery are shown in Figure 4. The luminal surface of the iliac artery implanted with the AGC stent was completely covered with spindle-shaped endothelial-like cells (endothelial coverage: 97%, n=1), whereas the luminal surface of the iliac artery implanted with the CFC stent was only partially covered with...
Drug-eluting stent with nonuniform coating

Figure 3 Longitudinal drug distribution of the alginate artery model implanted with the rhodamine B AGC stent.

Notes: (A) A scanning electron microscope image of the region of interest for the AGC stent. (B) The raw fluorescence images of the stented artery model, taken 1, 3, and 5 min after stenting, and their corresponding processed images. Because of the shallow depth of focus in the microscopy and the rounded surface of the stented artery, the fluorescence is hardly detected on both sides of the images. Thus, both sides of the images should be omitted from the region of interest.

Abbreviations: AGC, abluminal-gradient coating; min, minute.

endothelial-like cells (endothelial coverage: 73%, n=1), and platelets and leukocytes aggregated with fibrin were observed on the uncovered stent strut.

Pathological examination for the cross-sectional images revealed that the neointima thickness on the strut in the CFC stent group was significantly less than that in the AGC-stent group, and both leukocytes adhered to the luminal surface and infiltrated in the neointima were more commonly observed in the arteries implanted with the CFC stent (Table 2). In addition, the SMC content score for the CFC stent group was significantly lower compared to that for the AGC-stent group, whereas the injury, inflammation, endothelialization, and fibrin scores did not significantly differ between the groups. Moreover, in the AGC stent, the neointima thickness did

Figure 4 Scanning electron microscope images of the luminal surface of the iliac artery.

Notes: (A) The luminal surface of the iliac arteries implanted with the sirolimus AGC stent for 2 weeks was covered with endothelial-like cells (A1); the stent strut was covered with fibrous connective tissue and endothelial cells (A2); and spindle-shaped endothelial-like cells oriented in the direction of blood flow (from top to down) were observed (A3). (B) The luminal surface of the iliac artery implanted with the sirolimus CFC stent (B) for 2 weeks was only partially covered with endothelial-like cells (B1); areas not covered by fibrous connective tissue were generally located on the stent strut, where adhered platelets and lymphocytes were observed (B2); fibrin and aggregated platelets were seen even on the endothelium (B3).

Abbreviations: AGC, abluminal-gradient coating; CFC, conventional full-surface coating.
not significantly differ between the struts with and without the drug coating, as shown in Figure 5, and no impact of the gradient coating on neointima formation was observed.

### Discussion

Compared with the simplified alginate artery model used in this in vitro drug diffusion study, actual arteries have a more complicated hydrophobic three-layer structure (intima, media, and adventitia), and compared with rhodamine B used in the in vitro drug diffusion study, sirolimus is more hydrophobic. Moreover, the in vitro release rate of rhodamine B from the polymer matrix is higher than the in vivo release rate of sirolimus because of higher solubility of rhodamine B into the medium. Therefore, the timescale of the drug release and the drug diffusion in this in vitro drug diffusion study does not exactly match the timescale of actual drug release and drug diffusion in vivo. However, it seems reasonable to suppose that the diffusion direction of rhodamine B in the artery model simulates the diffusion direction of sirolimus in the stented artery because it is assumed that the transport of a drug released from a DES in the arterial wall is principally governed by diffusion and convection-mediated transport, and the three-layer structure in an artery is not a significant barrier to the diffusion of sirolimus.\(^\text{10}\)

In the circumferential drug distribution study, fluorescence of rhodamine B released from the AGC stent was found to spread along the artery wall but was limited to the abluminal side only, whereas fluorescence of rhodamine B released from the CFC stent conversely, quickly spread not only to the

### Table 2 Results of the pathological examination of iliac arteries implanted for 2 weeks with the sirolimus AGC and CFC stents (mean ± SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological responses</th>
<th>AGC stent</th>
<th>CFC stent</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neointima thickness on the strut (µm)</td>
<td>10.3±4.2</td>
<td>8.2±4.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury score</td>
<td>0.0±0.1</td>
<td>0.0±0.0</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation score</td>
<td>0.3±0.2</td>
<td>0.4±0.2</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endothelialization score</td>
<td>3.0±0.0</td>
<td>2.7±0.5</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrin content score</td>
<td>1.0±0.0</td>
<td>1.4±0.7</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC content score</td>
<td>2.8±0.4</td>
<td>1.9±0.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukocytes adhered to the endothelium</td>
<td>3.7±4.2</td>
<td>12.1±5.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cells/section)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukocytes infiltrated in the neointima</td>
<td>4.6±1.9</td>
<td>12.0±6.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cells/section)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** AGC, abluminal-gradient coating; CFC, conventional full-surface coating; SD, standard deviation; NS, nonsignificant; SMC, smooth muscle cell.

Figure 5 Neointima thicknesses at the struts, with or without the drug coating, of the iliac artery implanted with a sirolimus AGC stent for 2 weeks.

**Notes:** (A) An illustration of the AGC-coated stent (developed view). The areas of the strut not filled with black do not have the drug coating. (B) Typical serial cross-sectional images of struts without (B1 and B2) and with the drug coating (B3 and B4). (C) The neointima thicknesses were measured for three different struts and averaged.

**Abbreviations:** AGC, abluminal-gradient coating; IEL, internal elastic lamina; SD, standard deviation.
abluminal side but also to the luminal side. Thus, the results of this study support the hypothesis that the abluminal coating enhances reendothelialization on the luminal surface of the stent by preventing exposure to the antiproliferative drugs, as it is likely that an antiproliferative drug released from the CFC stent spreads not only to the abluminal side but also to the luminal side where endothelial cell proliferation is needed. Consequently, this results in endothelialization being delayed and in an impaired endothelium, even after endothelialization is completed. However, it can also be speculated that the drug diffused into the lumen of the CFC-stented artery would be washed out by the blood flow in vivo, resulting in the drug not accumulating at the luminal side of the CFC stent and the endothelium on the luminal surface not being affected by the drug diffused into the lumen side. However, the results of our animal study showed that the neointima thickness on the strut of the sirolimus CFC-stented artery was significantly less compared to that of the sirolimus AGC-stented artery, and the endothelial coverage of the CFC-stented artery was 73%, whereas the endothelial coverage of the AGC-stented artery was 97%. Moreover, in the CFC-stented artery, leukocytes were found to adhere to the luminal surface and leukocytes had infiltrated in the neointima, both of which are indicators of a dysfunctional endothelium. Furthermore, while thrombosis was observed in vivo in two of the three CFC stents, it was observed in only one of the three AGC stents. Taken together, the endothelial cells of the sirolimus CFC-stented artery were affected by sirolimus compared to the endothelial cells of the sirolimus AGC-stented artery. These findings indicate that the abluminal coating, which intends to enhance reendothelialization, is an appropriate approach for minimizing stent thrombosis.

Balakrishnan et al showed by mathematical modeling that abuminally coated drugs account for <50% of the drugs that end up in the arterial wall because of blood flow and questioned the central precept for the current DES development, namely, that abluminal coating alone can ensure optimal delivery of the drug to the wall while minimizing drug loss into the bloodstream. The authors found that the bioavailability of drugs released from an abluminal coating was <50% in vivo; however, this is not to deny the desirable effect of the abluminal coating on endothelialization/endothelium function and the central precept for the current DES development, as the main issue of the current DES is the safety, ie, endothelium dysfunction and consequent stent thrombosis, and not the efficacy related to the bioavailability of a drug.

In the present longitudinal drug diffusion study, it was confirmed that rhodamine B diffuses longitudinally from the AGC-stent strut to the area around the curves without rhodamine B coating. Interestingly, the fluorescence intensity of rhodamine B increased around the distal side of the stent strut and inside of the curves over time. Since the fluorescence zone was asymmetric with respect to the strut and corresponded to the downstream area of the strut with the coating layer, one explanation for these results may be that the longitudinal diffusion of rhodamine B released from the AGC stent was governed not only by simple diffusion but also by flow. As reported by Balakrishnan et al, recirculation of flow at the distal side of the stent strut can result in rhodamine B, once dissolved in the flow medium, being deposited on the distal side of the strut. However, in an artery implanted with a DES incorporated with sirolimus, the contribution of blood flow to the drug distribution should not be extensively compared to simple diffusion, as sirolimus is a hydrophobic drug and is extensively partitioned into the tissue and only minimally dissolve in the blood.

From the present longitudinal drug diffusion study, it can be assumed that sirolimus released from the AGC stent diffuses longitudinally, at least by diffusion and convection, consequently resulting in the sirolimus being diffused into the whole stented artery even by AGC stents with nonuniform coating. Accordingly, in this biological response study, the difference in neointima thickness along the stent strut of the sirolimus AGC stent was not significant between the struts with and without the drug-coating layer. Moreover, in a previous clinical study, the Ultimaster™ sirolimus-eluting stent applied with the AGC technology showed low in-stent and in-segment restenosis, revealing a very thin and homogenous layer of neointima covering the stent struts 6 months after stent implantation.

These results support our assumption that the sirolimus initially diffuses along the stent struts but finally diffuses to the abuminal side of the stented artery uniformly even by AGC stents with nonuniform coating. This, however, does not say that there is no anisotropic drug diffusion in the artery and no drug concentration gradient in the artery implanted with DES. We do not deny the presence of anisotropic arterial drug diffusion and drug concentration gradient. However, it seems that because of the higher circumferential diffusion than the transmural diffusion, the drug gradient in the circumferential direction would be reduced and more uniformly loaded drug layers can be produced, which can be beneficial in reducing in-stent restenosis uniformly after DES implantation. Also, it can be beneficial in enhancing reendothelialization together with the abluminal coating, because the lower transmural diffusion would attenuate the
increase in the drug concentration in the endothelial layer, which is regenerated on the newly formed intima layer.

To understand the results of this study and the clinical studies, in addition to the view of the drug diffusion in the artery wall, we must need the more important view that sirolimus has a wide therapeutic window (from $10^{-10}$ M to $10^{-8}$ M). Because of the wide therapeutic window, sirolimus can reduce the neointimal formation uniformly regardless of somewhat drug concentration gradient in the stented artery. From this viewpoint, one may say that sirolimus is a suitable drug for DES used to treat the whole stented artery in spite of the topical administration from the stent strut.

### Conclusion

In summary, in this study, by observing the circumferential and longitudinal drug diffusion and by assessing the biological responses to the AGC stent implanted in the rabbit iliac artery, the validity of the designed nonuniform coating was supported, and our results indicate that the abluminal coating is an appropriate approach for minimizing stent thrombosis without impacting the efficacy of DES. The AGC, designed by taking into consideration the drug diffusion in the artery wall, drug solubility in the blood, therapeutic window of the drug, and stress in the coating layer, is an appropriate approach for achieving a safer DES and for reducing the risks of stent thrombosis and distal embolization due to a cracked coating layer. However, the number of experiments is limited and a larger study should be conducted to reach a statistically significant conclusion.
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